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The recent decision by the FTSE Russell Govern-

ment Bond Index (WGBI) to add Chinese gov-

ernment bonds to its flagship starting in October 

2021 demonstrates the success of the China’s 

efforts in recent years to open up and liberalize 

the on-shore domestic bond market. The 

WGBI’s decision reverses a 

rebuff just one year earlier, 

and comes in the wake of 

other similar recent ap-

provals: the Bloomberg 

Barclays Aggregate, 

launched in April 2019, with a implementation 

over 20 months (to be completed in December 

2021); and JP Morgan GBI EM Global Diversified 

Index, which began including Chinese govern-

ment bonds in February this year. These three in-

dices collectively drive global investments of 

about $4-7 trillion, and being included in their 

baskets could generate a flow of foreign capi-

tal to China's domestic market of about $250-

400 billion. In all likelihood, it could be just a taste 

of what’s to come. 

With an estimated capitalization of $13 trillion, 

the Chinese bond market is already the world’s 

second-largest, about one-third of the size of 

the American 

market, and 

ahead of Japan. 

Despite the 

great distance 

that continues to 

separate the U.S. 

and Chinese 

markets in terms 

of size, the rela-

tive growth rate is 

already very dif-

ferent today. 

China issues an 

annual volume 

equal to about 

80% of that of the 

U.S., and the 

trading volumes 

on Chinese gov-

ernment bonds 

(CGB) have liter-

ally exploded in 

recent years. The 

market shows 

clear growth po-

tential in the im-

mediate future, 

for two reasons: the size of the market in relation 

to GDP, which in China is much smaller than in 

the main ad-

vanced econ-

omies (<100% 

compared to 

150%-200%), 

and the par-

ticipation rate 

of foreign in-

vestors, which 

is still limited, at 

about 2.5% 

compared to the 15-60% level in the other major 

world economies.  
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Looking at the first reason, the weight of Chi-

nese domestic bond instruments in the global 

bond universe (18%) is roughly in line with the 

weight of the Chinese economy in world GDP 

(16%), a sign of the domestic market’s underde-

velopment, if 

we consider 

that the U.S. 

bond market 

accounts for 

over 50% of 

the world’s to-

tal, while its 

weight in the 

world economy is about 24%. Therefore, the 

Chinese economy is about two-thirds the size of 

America’s, but its domestic bond market is less 

than 30% of the American one. Foreign invest-

ment has grown quite rapidly in relative terms 

since 2017, thanks to a series of initiatives aimed 

at liberalizing the 

market and mak-

ing it more easily 

accessible from 

abroad. But in ab-

solute terms for-

eign investment re-

mains extraordinar-

ily low, and in the 

coming years is des-

tined to grow con-

siderably, together 

with the market as a 

whole.  

This foreign invest-

ment for the time being is almost exclusively lim-

ited (98%, according to UBS) to government 

bonds (China Government Bonds or CGB) and 

securities issued by China's three major public 

banks (China Development Bank, Agricultural 

Bank of China, Export and Import Bank of 

China), better known as Policy Financial Bonds 

(PFBs), which collec-

tively account for just 

over 30% of China's to-

tal bond market capi-

talization. The pres-

ence of foreign inves-

tors in the corporate 

bond segment, which 

today represents more 

than a quarter of the total capitalization, is still 

marginal. 

A famous Chinese proverb says, however, that 

a jar’s value comes from what it can contain ra-

ther than what it contains today. Major players 

on the international financial scene (institutional 

investors, insurance companies, pension funds, 

brokers, investment banks, rating agencies) are 

all beginning to understand that if the Chinese 

domestic bond market were a jar, that jar 

would contain the next decade’s best invest-

ment and business opportunities, in bonds and 

beyond.  

As far as institutional investors globally are con-

cerned, the shortage of attractive opportunities 

in traditional markets, combined with a marked 

quantitative and qualitative improvement in 

the level of access to the Chinese domestic 

market; Chinese 

government and 

quasi-government 

bonds being in-

cluded in major 

global bond indi-

ces; growing liquid-

ity; low historical 

volatility; and the 

low correlation 

with other markets 

can only mean 

one thing: inevita-

bly, a higher level 

of investment. The 

goal is to capitalize 

on attractive yield 

differentials and low 

levels of volatility 

and correlation, 

and achieving 

greater efficiency in 

asset allocation. The 

Sharpe Ratio, which is set against the last five 

years of historical volatility, unequivocally shows 
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the benefits that in-

vesting in domestic 

Chinese securities 

could have 

brought to a global 

bond portfolio. 

China has  made progress in providing foreign 

investors with greater flexibility in accessing the 

Chinese domestic bond market, with the transi-

tion beginning in 2016-17 away from infrastruc-

ture lacking basic risk management tools, sub-

ject to high uncertainty about capital repatria-

tion, and based on quotes, such as QFII/RQFII 

(quotes later removed in 2019), and towards 

flexible platforms without quotes (CIBM direct, 

Bond Connect), equipped with interest rate de-

rivatives and repo instruments (CIBM Direct) or 

aimed at mitigating the risk of capital repatria-

tion (Bond Connect). These new platforms are 

leading to a sharp increase in foreign investor 

inflows. Bond Connect, in particular, launched 

in 2017 jointly by the Chinese Central Bank 

(PBOC) and the Hong Kong Central Bank 

(HKMA), has become the preferred access 

mechanism for foreign investors through its 

Northbound Connect channel, which provides 

access to the onshore bond market via Hong 

Kong without the need to open a domestic ac-

count. It’s enough to register with the PBOC 

through the China Foreign Exchange Trade Sys-

tem (CFETS) or the 34 designated dealers.  

There are now 

more than 2200 

registered for-

eign investors, 

and investments 

held by foreign-

ers total 3 trillion 

renmimbi (ap-

proximately $450 billion). The growth rate looks 

set to accelerate significantly over the next two 

years, as initiatives multiply to further simplify ac-

cess proce-

dures and to 

include or im-

prove the nec-

essary risk man-

agement tools 

in the overall 

package. Although the total percentage of the 

market held by foreign investors is still very low -

- at 2.5% as mentioned -- the percentage of 

government bonds (CGB) they hold has risen to 

almost 9%, demonstrating that the globalization 

trend in this 

specific market 

segment has 

already begun. 

On the other 

hand, investor 

interest in 

China’s corporate bonds remains marginal for 

reasons we need to examine closely. These rea-

sons are destined to gradually disappear in the 

coming years, thereby giving a strong impetus 

to this asset class 

as well. In the 

meantime, this 

domestic market 

has been quite 

active, with a 

significant in-

crease in corpo-

rate issues com-

pared to previ-

ous years: an im-

portant change 

given that Chi-

nese companies 

have tradition-

ally preferred 

bank credit to 

cover their fi-

nancing needs 

(which repre-

sents more than 

two thirds of the 

corporate fund-

ing mix). Banks, 

for their part, are 

the main holders 

of Chinese do-

mestic bonds. They directly, and indirectly 

through WMP (wealth management products), 

hold a share close to 70%. Chinese companies 

tend to rely on bank credit to a much greater 

extent than companies in the main advanced 

economies, and when they make use of corpo-

rate debt issues, it is mainly the banks them-

selves that are the main investors. The process 
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of banking disintermediation has slowed down 

dramatically since 2015, and there is still a long-

ways to go in the future compared to the G20 

average and to the U.S. situation. In the mean-

time, the undeniable appetite of international 

investors (espe-

cially Asian in-

vestors) for Chi-

nese corporate 

bonds is satisfied 

almost exclusively 

in the dollar-de-

nominated bond 

market, which now accounts for more than half 

of the Asian dollar credit market.  

Let’s take a closer look at what is putting a 

brake on international investor demand for cor-

porate bond issues in the Chinese domestic 

market, bearing in mind that recent regulatory 

developments -- such as the simplification of the 

procedures for private placement of shares 

(February 2020) and those for the registration of 

corporate issues (March 2020) -- clearly demon-

strate the authorities' commitment to improving 

the country’s direct financing channels, as  reit-

erated by the head of the CBIRC (the regula-

tory authority in the 

banking and insur-

ance field) in a re-

cent interview (Au-

gust 2020). At the 

same time, the re-

form of the asset 

management sec-

tor in China that began in 2017 is clearly aimed 

at encouraging a reallocation of Chinese 

household investment portfolios, by promoting 

a shift in favor of funds (today only 6% of the 

cake) at the expense of banking and insurance 

financial products, removing above all the im-

plicit guarantees on wealth management prod-

ucts which have caused a considerable distor-

tion in allocative terms.  

While the trend at the top-down level seems 

clear, creating the conditions to simultaneously 

develop the demand and supply of direct fund-

ing instruments, obstacles remain at the bot-

tom-up level of market composition -- which 

should however gradually be removed in the 

coming years. There are essentially three obsta-

cles, and they are related to each other: 1) the 

difficulty of analyzing the credit quality of do-

mestic Chinese bonds, due local rating agen-

cies applying different standards than those of 

the large international agencies; 2) the domi-

nant presence of SOE (state-owned enterprises) 

at issuer level, whose credit quality is intrinsically 

very low and whose yields do not accurately re-

flect risk because of the implicit guarantees; 3) 

valuations, which 

do not appear 

particularly gen-

erous when com-

pared to those of 

Chinese bonds in 

dollars.  

Regarding credit quality, over 70% of Chinese 

domestic bonds have an AAA rating, and al-

most 30% an AA rating, with the remainder rep-

resented by A bonds (<1%). However, these rat-

ings are as-

signed by local 

rating agencies 

(China Bond 

Rating, Golden 

Credit Rating In-

ternational, 

CCXI, Shanghai 

Brilliance, CSCI, Dagong) and do not reflect in-

ternational standards. A-rated issuers appar-

ently represent the floor of credit quality in 

China, but are equivalent to Western High Yield 

bonds, as evidenced by double-digit yields. 

Above them, we find a universe of AA and AAA 

issuers whose spreads seem to reflect credit 

quality in the crossover area rather than the 

area of top-notch ratings. Ironically, some AAA 

rated issuers exhibit a high yield rating on instru-

ments issued in dol-

lars that have been 

rated by interna-

tional rating agen-

cies, which cer-

tainly does not sup-

port the credibility 

of the local rating 

system. Default 

rates in China re-

main low by global 

standards but have 

increased signifi-

cantly in recent 
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years due to the authorities' effort to remove im-

plicit guarantees for municipal and regional is-

suers, and SOE, to make these assets more trans-

parent for investors.   

The increase in default rates is paradoxically a 

sign that the market is maturing, but the differ-

ence between local and international ratings 

standards is still too wide to attract international 

investors. This problem should gradually be rem-

edied now that global rating agencies are en-

tering the market, which was firmly authorized 

by PBOC in 2017. S&P created its wholly-owned 

subsidiary in 2018, and in July 2019 it issued its first 

credit analysis for ICBC Financial Leasing, and 

has awarded 10 ratings so far; Moody's began 

creating joint ventures with local agencies in 

2006 (currently 30% with CCXI) and registered 

two wholly-owned entities in Beijing and Shang-

hai; Fitch has created joint ventures since 2007, 

and in May 2020 it 

obtained a license 

for financial bonds 

and structured 
products.  
The potential mar-

ket for rating agen-

cies is immense, as 92% of Chinese companies 

interviewed by UBS recently (February 2020) 

said they would like to have an international rat-

ing within the next two years, 72% within the next 

12 months. This is a huge opportunity for the 

three big U.S. agencies, and will inevitably have 

positive repercussions in terms of the propensity 

of foreign investors to expand their reach.  

Regarding the second obstacle, the domi-

nance of Enterprise bonds issued by Local Gov-

ernment Financial Vehicles (LGFVs) on behalf of 

SOE is destined to decrease. This is because of 

a shift to corporate issues -- possibly with an in-

ternational rating – and also because the Chi-

nese government started discouraging LGFVs in 

2015, both by explicitly undermining the as-

sumption of implicit guarantees and by favoring 

alternative instruments to support the needs of 

local public finance, and specifically Local 

Government Bonds (LGB) (which are strictly reg-

ulated and accounted for on balance sheets.)  

Lastly, valuations. These generally do not reflect 

investment risks because of the above-men-

tioned factors: a market dominated by semi-

public issuers with inflated ratings, and by do-

mestic investors that are typically banks and not 

burdened by daily pricing issues. The changes 

described above will certainly have a positive 

impact on valuations, making them more at-

tractive in general and more differentiated in 

particular, gradually paving the way for arbi-

trage with the smaller, but vital, Chinese dollar 

bond market. 

Another very important boost to market growth 

should come from Panda bonds -- domestic 

bonds denominated in Chinese Yuan (CNY) 

and issued by foreigners. Introduced for the first 

time in 2005, they really only started to catch on 

recently thanks to the greater openness and lib-

eralization of 

the market in 

general. Most 

of them are is-

sued by sub-

sidiaries of Chi-

nese or Hong 

Kong compa-

nies and incorporated abroad, but the Chinese 

government hopes to transform the Panda 

Bonds into a preferential financing channel for 

infrastructure projects in Belt and Road coun-

tries, and to attract international issuers and do-

mestic investors; the former could potentially 

benefit from lower financing costs than those 

paid on so-called Dim Sum bonds (bonds de-

nominated in CNY and traded only offshore in 

Hong Kong), while the latter could access a 

more varied and higher-quality offer without in-

curring exchange rate risks. 

The Chinese domestic bond market is preparing 

for its own “great leap forward,” and its capital-

ization is estimated to triple over the next ten 

years. This growth is undoubtedly the biggest 

business opportunity on the horizon for major fi-

nancial players, as mentioned, starting with as-

set managers and investment banks on a 

global scale. BlackRock, Invesco, and Amundi 

already have major local joint ventures, and 

have obtained licenses to establish an inde-

pendent (100% owned) presence in the funds 

industry, while JP Morgan, Credit Suisse and 

Goldman Sachs have recently increased their 

shareholdings in local joint ventures to 51%. This 
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was made possible by the Chinese govern-

ment's unprecedented steps to open and mod-

ernize local financial markets, removing the 

caps on foreign holdings and giving access to 

independent licenses. After so many years of 

caution, the authorities are accelerating at an 

impressive pace, trying to quickly create the 

conditions for direct financing on the one hand, 

and increasing the foreign investment rate on 

the other, thus 

officially starting 

the countdown 

to seize the big-

gest opportunity 

of the decade.  
As far as foreign 

investors are concerned, there are various rea-

sons why Chinese government is liberalizing. In 

the first place, foreign investment in the Chinese 

bond market to date has been mainly driven by 

the strong growth of global reserves held in 

renmimbi, which could ex-

plain about three quarters of 

foreign investment. These re-

serves still represent only 2% 

of the total, and therefore 

the internationalization of 

the renmimbi targeted by 

the government could al-

ready lead to a 

strong growth of for-

eign investment in 

and of itself. The fi-

nancial markets 

must be prepared to 

welcome these in-

flows.  

Secondly, China has 

begun to see at-

tracting capital from 

abroad as a strate-

gic goal, since it 

could very soon be-

come a current account deficit country, after 

having posted a large surplus for years. This 

transformation would inevitably lead to another 

one: the transition from a savings excess to a 

savings deficit. This process has already begun, 

and at the moment reflects more the aging of 

the population than the deterioration of the 

trade balance. 

Finally, the strong dependence of Chinese 

companies on the dollar as a financing cur-

rency makes the country economically and po-

litically vulnerable, creating the forced need to 

generate a constant flow of dollars to service its 

debt, and thus making monetary policy some-

what subordinate to this objective. Those who 

believe that the U.S. is dependent on Chinese 

financing to meet its current account deficit be-

cause of Beijing's monumental investment in 

U.S. government bonds should be reminded 

that the U.S. has no real need today to attract 

capital from abroad. Its status as a sovereign 

monetary authority, and the absence of signifi-

cant liabilities denominated in currencies other 

than the dollar, protect it from this need, and its 

permanent current account deficit should be 

regarded as natural given the status of the dol-

lar as a global reserve currency. On the con-

trary, the Chinese government is well aware 

that the absence of the second (no FX liabilities) 

and third requirement (the status of leading re-

serve currency) for the Chinese currency makes 

China dependent and vulnerable, and in this 

sense, it wants to accelerate the spread of 

renmimbi as a global exchange, reserve and in-

vestment currency, and as a local financing 

currency. 

Finally, as far as direct financing is concerned, 

Chinese insurance companies and local pen-

sion funds also 

need to develop 

the local market. 

First of all, Chinese 

domestic bond 

market investors 

are concentrated 

on short-term instru-

ments, with maturities under 5 years accounting 

for two thirds of the total market, and about 90% 

of the corporate segment. This leads to a dan-

gerous and forced disconnection between the 

duration of assets 

(about 6 years on 

average) and lia-

bilities (about 12 

years) in the Asset 

Liability Manage-

ment strategies on 

the balance sheets 
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of Chinese insurance companies. This discon-

nection exposes them to rate risks that depress 

their value and development prospects. The 

development of the market should lead to 

greater diversification by maturity, as well as by 

issuer (as seen above), thereby meeting an ur-

gent need in the insurance industry. 

As far as pension funds are concerned, the Chi-

nese public pension system now runs an annual 

deficit. The government therefore wants to en-

courage the growth of a three-pillar mixed pub-

lic/private system, which is still in an embryonic 

phase. To do this, it is essential to develop the 

asset management industry at the local level, 

which can guide the definition and structuring 

of pension investment products, and provide it 

with the necessary fuel in terms of quantity and 

variety of issued and negotiable bonds. 

The development of the Chinese domestic 

bond market represents an incredible invest-

ment opportunity in the coming years. Foreign 

investors are already snapping up interest rate 

products, where attractive returns in an abso-

lute sense, combined with low volatility and cor-

relation with the traditional portfolio, provide an 

indispensable investment option. At the same 

time, it is clear that a jar’s worth equals what it 

can contain, and in the next two years the con-

ditions will be created for it to contain a growing 

space for credit instruments, through a Coperni-

can revolution that will affect the role and atti-

tudes of all market actors. These debt instru-

ments are destined to occupy a stable and sig-

nificant space in our portfolios. 
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